The rape of the lock

Campus bike thefts

BY BRUCE ULLMAN
Stoppping a two-wheeled disappearing act is a 24-hour job for the campus security force.

During the summer there was much publicity given to the University of California at San Luis Obispo's three-part series by Barbara student Randy Neel — a 24-hour job for the campus security force.

Much publicity was given to the theft of a bicycle on campus. Thla quarter, the police force caught two would-be thieves in the act of loading their bikes into a truck about three minutes after the theft.

The main obstacle to effective bicycle protection, says Cockrell, is that few students take advantage of the campus registration which is available, free of charge, to all campus students. In Cockrell's view, the security force must set up a bike recovery procedure for every lost bicycle. He has been embroiled in a series of thefts and has lost his bike twice in the last two weeks.

Eventually, state-wide bicycle registration will become necessary, in Cockrell's opinion. As for theft-prevention hardware, Cockrell can't honestly recommend any of the expensive, "theft-proof" locks made available on the market. He has been defrauded of mailing advertisements for various types of bicycle locks, including lockable, coin-operated racks, but not even the bicycle rack

protection in the area of voting and election procedures up for change.

The President warned Tuesday night that rejecting his request for emergency powers to trim government spending to $25 billion this year, a decision to approve a tax increase, "theft-proof" locks made available on the market. He has been defrauded of mailing advertisements for various types of bicycle locks, including lockable, coin-operated racks, but not even the bicycle rack
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Let's keep the facts straight!

Editor: In response to the Mustang Daily’s (Oct. 6) articles following the Forum’s first Candidates’ Night (Oct. 5), I would like to clarify a few points regarding the candidates from Supervisors District who spoke there.

First of all, regarding the statement that Emmons Blake helped draft an environmental protection ordinance, to my knowledge, there is no such ordinance either in effect, or in legislation.

Another correction pertains to the article which quotes Dr. Richard Krejza as suggesting to install several hundred students into county government. While this article implies that Dr. Krejza is promoting a student take-over of county offices, he is actually subscribing to a program proposed by Dr. George Chura of Cal Poly. In this program, students are allowed to serve “internships” in county positions, earning both units and experience as their wages. Seeing the value of such a program inspired Dr. Krejza to support it wholeheartedly.

The third point I wish to bring up is the separate article on Emmons Blake. Although I realize that the Mustang Daily is entitled to its political opinions, I believe that it would be in the students’ best interest to reserve these opinions, reflected by the favoritism in the article, to the editorial page. This would have the front page free for unbiased news articles.

On closing, I would like to urge all students, especially those in Supervisors District 1, to take a deep interest in the upcoming local elections. INVESTIGATE...get to know “who” Dr. Krejza and Emmons Blake really are and where they stand. Most important, look upon their past actions in your final evaluations. Who is the “talker”, and who is the “doer”? You can find out by examining closely your candidates’ plans. Then decide who you want to help shape the future of this community...and most important, VOTE on November 7, with a carefully weighed evaluation of your choice.

Irene Morris
3287 B.H. 5th St.

Student objects ticketing costs in ‘pool,
parked in ‘pool’

Editor: The security force at Cal Poly is busy enough ticketing violations without the trouble of observing parking violations. I see no need for students to be cited for violations.

Letters

they may not be aware of.
Example follows:
Parking marked “Pool Parking”, restricted to the parking lot next to the Health Center, is reserved for holders of special “car pool” subscriptions. The car pool stickers cost $8.00 per quarter for the first sticker and $3.00 for each succeeding sticker. No more than one car per registration number may park on campus at one time. Cars may only be parked in the “pool only” section. Pool stickers may be purchased by faculty or students.

I have noticed several cars with citations parked in the car pool section. I feel that the situation was primarily due to lack of knowledge of this special situation. There is no information of this type of parking arrangement in the class schedule which advertises the parking situation and rates.

Snow and hail fell on Cuesta

Cold, unstable air from a low pressure zone over the San Francisco Bay area moved in to encompass Cuesta Grade yesterday afternoon, bringing hail and snow to the 1600 feet elevation. Snow or hail on Cuesta Grade at this time is highly unusual, according to the weather service noted. Rarely does the air reach the freezing point this early to turn rain into hail and snow.

The California Highway Patrol reported that travel was hazardous over the grade due to the storm conditions.

FISCAL STATEMENT AVAILABLE
A copy of the California Polytechnic State University Foundation’s audited fiscal statement is now available for inspection.

The statement for the 1971-72 fiscal year is now available at the office of the Foundation Executive Director in C.U. 212.

Annual Audit completed

The Annual Audit of the Associated Students, Inc., including the College Union, has been completed and copies are available for inspection in the ASI Business Office, College Union Room 202, and the University Library along with copies of the ASI annual financial statement.
Homecoming horsework

Six riders and four alternates were chosen by the Cutting and Reining Club to represent the campus in intercollegiate shows throughout the state. The six members are Mary Wilson, Lydie Pech, Debbie Bugg, Melanie Gill, Jeri Tomasen, and Dale Majewsky. The four alternates are Nancy McGreggor, Charlotte Balde, Donna Shaw, and Allison McFarland.

The Homecoming Show will be the first of intercollegiate competition and will consist of the following classes: showmanship, English equitation and pleasure, working hunters, jumpers. Western equitation, pleasure, dry stock work, and trail. Bareback and western pleasure classes will be added to comprise the "open" division. Any rider may participate in the open classes.

The Homecoming Show will begin at 9 a.m. on Saturday, Oct. 31 in Colfelt Arena. The judge will be Mr. John Ganahl of Santa Ynez. Entries are 85 per class with a $5 drug fee. There will be silver to first place and ribbons to sixth. The open rider, intermediate rider and team who receive highest total points in competition will be awarded trophies.

For further information contact Mary Wilson 545-1881. Bob Radley, in the Erhart Agriculture building room 147.
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Who's Number One?

by KHIC NOLAND

My opinions of eastern college football teams were formed early. Given the opportunity to attend the Orange Bowl game a couple of years ago, I went to see what was billed as a near perfect matchup between two teams rated even in the polls. They were San Diego State and Boston University.

The game was never close as San Diego pulled away early enroute to a rout, riding on the aerial show of Dennis Shaw.

Since then I’ve always questioned the high esteem eastern teams are given. Now a team called Delaware is at the top of the small college polls and the question Is raised: who are they and just how good are they? Here Is a brief rundown.

Their team name is the Blue Hens...honest. Playing In the tough Middle Ktve conference they challenge such perennial gridiron powerhouses as Gettyburg College, Lehigh, Maine and Lafayette.

The highlight of their season last year was a victory over C.W. Post (that’s a college, not on end structure) in the highly coveted Boardwalk Bowl, 72-22. That game, by the way, was played on the floor of the Atlantic City Convention Hall. No, I didn’t believe it either.

So what are the chances of pitting the Bumbling Blue Hens against a Fresno State, a Boise State, or a Cal Poly?

Unfortunately, things don’t look too bright along that line. When a football team travels to another school to play It pays expense* with Its split of the gate* receipts. The trouble with small schools is that they also have small enrollments, small stadium*, small crowds and, consequently, small gate receipts.

We could Invite an eastern school to play her* but when they got around to paying for their air fare* It’s doubtful w* could guarantee them more than a nickel a man. I am sure the U. of Delaware could not do much better if they hosted this school’s team, so things will probably continue as they are until athletic budgets rise with the stadium seating capacities.

Meanwhile, Delaware will play West Chester this weekend. I’ll take West Chester and 18 points.

THE PARTS HOUSE

SPEED EQUIPMENT-AUTO PARTS

20% off to Cal Poly STUDENTS

565 Higuera St. S.L.O.

843-4344

San Luis Obispo's

HELPFUL Camera Store

CAMPUS CAMER A

843-3047 785 Higuera Downtown S.L.O.

Forrest Blue is 6'5", 250 pounds and all pro.

But he can’t take care of himself.

And he knows it.

In 1967 when Forrest Blue was a senior at Auburn University, he enrolled in our College Senior Plan. He knew that it provided the coverage he needed and the flexibility to grow as he grew. He’s been adding to it ever since because Forrest Blue likes the way we take care of him. If you’re a college senior—or even if you’re not—we’ll take care of you, too.

Protective Life's College Senior Plan... protection for today, and tomorrow.